Arts Centre Melbourne, in association with Curator Sophia Brous, presents

I hunger for you
by Kimberly Bartosik/daela
Australian Premiere/Festival Exclusive
As part of Supersense: Festival of the Ecstatic

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE, 3 JULY 2019 – Former dancer for the Merce Cunningham Dance Company, Kimberly
Bartosik, brings her impulsive and impactful work I hunger for you to Australia for the very first time on Friday 23
August as part of Supersense: Festival of the Ecstatic.
Suspended in a stark yet mesmerising world defined by light and its absence, I hunger for you creates a space where
internalised forces of faith pulse through each dancer’s body which in turn, restlessly, tenderly, and violently confront
one another.
Emanating from Bartosik’s personal experience with charismatic spirituality, the work delves deeply into the heart of
losing one's self in ecstasy, ritual, and desire, riding an edge of barely controlled abandon and vibrating stillness.
Developed from ideas of faith, violence, compassion and life force, I hunger for you has been able to transpose these
thinkings into a work that speaks to an ecstatic, resilient experience through instinctive and primal rhythms, and a
deep level of precision.
“Working in close collaboration with my exquisite cast and extraordinary designers, I hunger for you spilled out of us
over the period of a year with incredible force. We found ourselves enmeshed in sweaty, intense practices based on
personal reflections excavating a kind of pulse from the body.
We’re sourcing – from the subterranean recesses of our bodies – the deeply human desire to connect with each other,
with a divine force, with something outside, with something within ourselves. It doesn’t matter where we look. What
matters is that, at some point in this fleeting existence, we look, pull, take, give, and feel hunger,” says Bartosik.
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In recent years, Bartosik has been hailed as one of the most adventurous and exciting dance makers working today.
“Kimberly Bartosik is one of the most intriguing descendants of Merce Cunningham.” – Dance Magazine
“strange, raw, discomfiting dynamics” – The New York Times
“moments of mystical power through relentless motion” - DanceViewTimes
Images can be found here.
Supersense: Festival of the Ecstatic, created by Arts Centre Melbourne, with Australian New York-based performer
and curator Sophia Brous, is a hypnotic collision of music, performance, dance and theatre from 23 – 25 August 2019.
The third iteration of the intoxicating exploration of ecstatic performance is the most bold, distinctive and crossdisciplinary yet. Featuring icons of music, theatre, dance and performance ritual from five continents, Supersense is
presented over three days in the underground labyrinth of Arts Centre Melbourne.
Cast & Creatives
Choreographer/Artistic Director: Kimberly Bartosik
Performers: Christian Allen, Dylan Crossman, Burr Johnson, Lindsey Jones, Joanna Kotze and Dahlia Bartosik-Murray
Lighting & Set Design: Roderick Murray
Original Music Composition: Sivan Jacobovitz arranged with Kimberly Bartosik
Costume Design: Harriet Jung
Kimberly Bartosik/daela Company Bio
The mission of Kimberly Bartosik/daela is to create viscerally provocative choreographic projects that are built upon the
development of a virtuosic movement language, rigorous conceptual explorations, and the creation of highly
theatricalized environments. Bartosik closely collaborates with her performers and designers to create work which is
deeply informed by literature and cinema, involves complex plays on space, time, and audience perspective,
dramatically illuminating the ephemeral nature of performance.
Arts Centre Melbourne, in association with Curator Sophia Brous, presents
I hunger for you
By Kimberly Bartosik/daela
Friday 23 August | Fairfax Studio | 7pm
Duration: 52 minutes (no interval)
Age Suitability: 12+
Bookings at artscentremelbourne.com.au
#supersense
For more information about Arts Centre Melbourne, please visit www.artscentremelbourne.com.au or phone 1300 182
183. Become a fan of Arts Centre Melbourne on Facebook or follow @artscentremelb on Twitter and Instagram.
For further media information and interviews, please contact Media Advisor Kara Bertoncini on (03) 8699 9553, 0438
423 308 or kara.bertoncini@artscentremelbourne.com.au.
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